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Listening to the Canal

CARING

Behaviour, maintenance, repair, 
enforcement

Rubbish & pollution
- The most common response was that 
the canal is dirty and full of litter
- It was noted that the situation is 
improving, but the canal is clearly still 
seen as a ‘back space’ and somewhere to 
dump unwanted things

Safety
- The canal is under-lit and some people 
are too afraid to go there at certain times
- The predominant opinion of cyclists 
is that there’s not enough room, they’re 
unconscientious and they make the 
towpath feel dangerous

PRESERVING

The existing character of the canal is 
really loved and its important that any 
future proposals retain the canal’s 
identity and legacy, including:

Legacy
• The canal is/was an industrial space 

and this heritage shouldn’t be lost
• The underdeveloped, ‘rough around 

the edges’ nature is key
• The canal is and has always been 

a working space  - a piece of 
infrastructure

• The canal is home to boaters and 
future development should respect 
this and improve boater’s lives and 
amenities

Nature
• The canal is a rich ecological 

corridor; a place of wilderness in the 
city 

Break
• The canal is somewhere tranquil and 

different - a welcome change from 
the rest of the city

ENLIVENING

Some people would like to see some 
more human life on the canal:

Activity
- People would like to see more 
happening on the canal - such as events 
& festivals, cafes and water-sports

Connection
- The boaters feel like they have a nice 
community, but more could be done to 
connect the different communities here
- Part of the canal’s charm is it’s limited 
connection with the outside world but it’s 
still felt that more access points would 
be good



Project threads

CARING

• Behaviour (cycling, litter)
• Negotiation & Enforcement
• Council liaison
• Charters, codes, design guidance
• Industrial edges to the canal
• Towpath equality

PRESERVING 

• Ecology as driving force
• Maintain quietude & tranquility
• Maintain the canal as a place of 

dwelling
• Reinforce sense of industrial heritage
• Opportunities to bring back and 

consolidate industrial uses (canal as 
infrastructure)

ENLIVENING

• Create & support everyday activity
• Create & support special activity 

(events, education programmes)
• Connect up existing and new 

communities including boaters
• Create physical and visual 

connections
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